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Imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACT) have proven to be up to now the most effective instruments
for the observation of primary TeV γ-radiation from astrophysical objects. The high detection rate as well as the
capability of accurate reconstruction of air shower parameters by the IACT technique also allow the use of the
imaging technique for the study of the energy spectrum and mass composition of cosmic rays. In this paper we
discuss the potential of this technique for the separation of different components of cosmic rays in the energy region
from 1 to 100 TeV/amu. We show that the imaging technique allows adequate separation of showers produced
by protons from the contributions of all other nuclei, including α-particles, and thus allows a measurement of the
energy spectrum of the proton component at TeV energies. Such measurements can be performed by currently
operating single IACTs designed originally for γ-ray astronomical purposes. The effective separation of different
nucleus groups of the cosmic radiation is a more difficult problem. It benefits from the stereoscopic reconstruction
of the shower development in the Earth’s atmosphere. Our calculations show that simultaneous detection of air
showers by 2 IACTs located at a distance of about 100 m from each other allows an effective separation of the
proton, α-particle, M (O), H (Si), and VH (Fe) groups of cosmic ray nuclei.

Introduction

The recent observations of TeV γ-radiation from
several astrophysical sources convincingly demon-
strate the high performance of imaging atmospheric
Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs), and set a solid ba-
sis for ground-based gamma ray astronomy (see
e.g. [1]). Remarkable features of the IACT tech-
nique are the high detection rate, and the ability
of accurate reconstruction of air shower parame-
ters. The differences in the development of elec-
tromagnetic and hadron showers are transfered to
their Cherenkov images, which ultimately results
in an effective separation of γ-ray and cosmic ray
(CR) induced showers (see e.g. [2]). The images of
γ-ray showers are compact and regular compared
with images of hadron showers. It is remarkable
that there is also a difference between images of
hadron showers produced by different groups of
CRs. Due to larger cross-sections of interaction
(σ ∝ Aα; α ' 2/3) and faster degradation of the
energy the altitude of the shower maximum po-
sition increases rapidly with A. Thus the deter-
mination of the shower maximum using the angu-
lar distribution [3] or the time structure [4] of the
Cherenkov radiation of showers yield methods for
the measurement of the chemical composition of
CRs at energies above 100 TeV/amu.
In addition, due to the very rapid (exponen-

tial) decrease of the air density with the altitude,
the showers initiated by nuclei have a significantly
broader radial distribution than the proton – in-
duced showers. Therefore in the focal plane of a

Cherenkov telescope the size of the image increases
with the atomic number A of the primary particle
and one may conclude that the currently operating
telescopes should be able to make an important
contribution to the measurement of the mass com-
position of CRs of energies from 1 to 100 TeV/amu.
Such a study could be considered as a complemen-
tary approach to the satellite- and balloon-borne
experiments in that energy region.
In this paper we present Monte Carlo calcula-

tions of the Cherenkov radiation from air showers
produced by different groups of CR nuclei, and de-
termine the image parameters that are most sen-
sitive to the atomic number of the primary nuclei.
The method of separation of showers produced by
different nuclei is based on the second-moment pa-
rameterization of the Cherenkov images currently
used in the observation of TeV γ-ray sources (see
e.g. [5]). Due to the isotropic distribution of CR
images in the focal plane of the telescope, only the
shape parameters of the image can be invoked for
such analysis. We show that in the case of a single
IACT the so called Width parameter, characteriz-
ing the lateral development of the shower, allows to
distinguish the proton component from heavier nu-
clei (including α-particles) and thus to measure the
spectrum of CR protons with high accuracy. The
combination of Width with other parameters (the
intrinsic fluctuations of the image intensity, Length,
Size, Density, etc.) makes it possible to separate
nuclei with significantly different atomic numbers
A, for example, protons and α-particle from the
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Table 1
Data on the mass composition used in our

analysis

Group of nuclei p α M H VH

Mean atomic number, A 1 4 16 28 56

Chemical symbol H He O Si Fe

Percentage of nuclei 38 18 15 20 9

nuclei of the (CNO) group and heavier ones.
Simultaneous detection of showers by several

IACTs, sufficiently separated from each other, gives
information about the shower development in dif-
ferent projections, and allows the determination of
the distance to the core of each individual shower.
This improves significantly the efficiency of nuclei
identification, and allows the flux evaluation for 5
different groups of CR nuclei: p, α, (CNO), Si, Fe.

1. Simulations

We used two different computational codes to ob-
tain the simulation results analyzed in this paper.
The first one is a modified version of the code de-
scribed in [6,7], which includes simulations of both
the electromagnetic and hadron cascades. In addi-
tion, for a study of the sensitivity of the results to
the basic features of the nuclear interaction models,
in the stage of simulations of hadron cascades, we
have used the version 4.50 of the CORSIKA code
[8] in which the cross-sections of hadron interac-
tions based on recent accelerator data and theoret-
ical models are implemented in great detail.
In total, 105 showers, produced by protons, α-

particles, oxygen, silicon and iron nuclei, have been
simulated in the energy range of primary particles
from 0.5 to 100 TeV/amu. The simulations were
carried out for telescopes similar to the HEGRA
IACTs with 8.5 m2 optical mirror, and equipped
with 271-pixel cameras with a pixel size 0.24◦ and
a field of view ' 4.6◦. The pixel size of the cam-
era is sufficiently small [9] to avoid distortion of the
image shape parameters caused by the finite gran-
ularity of the camera. To diminish a distortion of
images due to the limited field of view of the cam-
era [9] we take in the analysis only images having
the center of gravity within the central (' 3◦) part
of the camera. The calculations have been done for
a single telescope, and for 2 telescopes separated
by 85 m and operating in coincidence.
For the detection of showers we apply the trigger

condition 2/91 > q0: at least two pixels from the
central (' 3◦) part of the camera should exceed a
threshold q0. The minimum acceptable value of q0

is determined by the demand for a reliable suppres-
sion of the night sky background (N.S.B.). For a
single telescope we use q0 ' 15 ph. e. For 2 tele-
scopes in coincidence the threshold can be reduced
to q0 ≤ 10 ph. e. However, below (except for Ta-
ble 11 and Figure 7) we apply a higher software
trigger, q0 = 30 ph. e., i.e. we analyze only events
containing large number of photoelectrons, which
allows the reduction of fluctuations of the image
parameters.
For the evaluation of the basic image parame-

ters we use the standard second-moment approach
[10]. To reduce the influence of the N.S.B. on the
image parameters, only the pixels containing more
than m0 = 4 ph. e. are included in the image
parametrization.
Although the energy spectra of different groups

of CRs are slightly different [11], we use here for
simplicity an all-particle flux of CRs in the form

dFCR/dE = 0.25 · E−2.7(s · sr ·m2 · TeV )−1,
(1)

assuming an energy–independent contribution of
different groups of nuclei to the total CR flux (see
Table 1).
We simulate showers produced by 5 species of

primary nuclei (p, α, O, Si and Fe), and assume
that all showers of the Medium, Heavy, and Very
Heavy groups are induced by nuclei with the same
value of the atomic number, corresponding to O,
Si, and Fe, respectively.

2. Collection area and detection rates

In Figure 1a we show the collection areas of a
single IACT for different groups of CR nuclei cal-
culated in accordance with [12]. For all primary
nuclei the collection area increases with the energy
of particle. While in the low energy regime the
light nuclei are detected more effectively than the
heavy ones, at high energies the values of the col-
lection area become comparable for all nuclei. In
Figure 1b we show the differential detection rates
of CRs, i.e. the product of the collection area and
the differential energy spectrum. The effective en-
ergy threshold of shower detection Eth, defined as
the energy at which the differential detection rate
reaches its maximum, increases strongly with the
atomic number of the primary particles (approxi-
mately as ∝ A0.5). The values of Eth for different
nuclei are presented in Table 2.
The integral detection rate of cosmic rays, Rtot,
can be presented as the sum of the partial inte-
gral detection rates, Rj, corresponding to individ-
ual group of CR nuclei:
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a) b)

Figure 1. The energy dependence of the collection area S (a) and differential detection rate (b). So = S/Ω,
Ω is the solid angle corresponding to the central (' 3o) part of the camera

Rtot =

J∑
j=1

Rj (2)

where J = 5 is the total number of groups.
In Table 3 we present the contributions of air

showers from different groups of nuclei to the inte-
gral detection rate of CRs. One can see that the
increase of Eth with the atomic number reduces the
portion of heavy nuclei in the detection rate com-
pared to their portion in the primary cosmic radi-
ation. In particular, while the proportion of the
Fe group nuclei is about 9% in the total CRs (see
Table 1), their contribution to the detection rate is
less than 3%. Nevertheless, even for the VH group
the IACT technique gives a good statistics for rea-
sonable observation times. For example, for several
hundred hours of the observation, during approx-
imately one year telescope operation, we expect
approximately 3 × 105 detected showers produced
by VH nuclei. In Table 3 we also show the rela-
tive detection rates for air showers detected simul-
taneously by two identical IACTs separated from
each other by 85 m. In comparison with a single
telescope a slight increase of the detection rates of
heavy nuclei is observed, which can be explained by
a flatter lateral distribution of the Cherenkov radia-
tion from the showers produced by the heavy nuclei
compared with that from proton-induced showers.

3. Dependence of image parameters
on atomic number

A successful application of the IACT technique
to the analysis of the CR mass composition is pos-
sible only if the Cherenkov light image parameters

Table 2
The effective energy threshold of detection

of CR nuclei by a single IACT.

Primary nucleus P α O Si Fe

Eth [TeV] 3.2 8.5 15.4 20.4 25.1

Table 3
The contribution of different groups of CR

nuclei to the total detection rate

Group of nuclei P α M H VH α – VH

Single IACT 72.7 15.3 5.4 5.0 1.6 27.3

2 IACT system 67.1 16.8 7.2 6.7 2.4 32.9

are sensitive to the atomic number A of the primary
nucleus.
In Figures 2 we show the probability distribu-

tions for the second-moment parameters Length
andWidth, which characterize the longitudinal and
lateral development of the showers in the atmo-
sphere, respectively. One can see from Figure 2a
that the probability distribution of the Width pa-
rameter exhibits a quite strong dependence on A.
In particular, the most probable value of Width
increases from 0.20◦ for protons to 0.35◦ for iron
nuclei. Similarly, the average value of the Length
parameter increase from 0.44◦ for proton-induced
showers to 0.55◦ for iron-induced showers (as a con-
sequence of this behaviour, the characteristic an-
gular size of the image, (Length ·Width)1/2, also
increases with A). These two parameters provide
different efficiences for the separation of the show-
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a) b)

Figure 2. Probability distributions of Length (a) and Width (b) parameters for air showers created by different
nuclei

a) b)

Figure 3. Probability distributions of Size (a) and Density (b) parameters for air showers created by different
nuclei
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ers of different origin. Due to the narrower dis-
tributions of the Width parameter, the overlap of
the curves representing different groups of nuclei is
less than for distributions on the Length parame-
ter (compare Figures 2a and 2b). Moreover, these
two parameters strongly correlate with each other.
Thus after use of theWidth parameter, the applica-
tion of the Length parameter does not significantly
improve the separation efficiency.
In Figures 3 we present the probability distri-

butions for two other parameters, relatively sen-
sitive to variations in A: (1) the Size parame-
ter, determined as the total number of photoelec-
trons in the image; (2) the Density of the image,
Density = Size/N , where N is the number of pix-
els used for the image parametrization. One can see
that the light nuclei are characterized by smaller
values of the Size parameter and larger values of
the Density parameter.
The fluctuations in the development of air show-

ers decrease noticeably with the growth of the
atomic number of the primary nucleus (see e.g.,
[13]). Therefore, one should expect a noticeable an-
ticorrelation between the atomic number and the
intrinsic fluctuations of the light intensity of the
image. If so, then the analysis of the parameters
characterizing the fluctuations of the image shape
should increase the efficiency of separation of dif-
ferent groups of primary nuclei. In this paper we
use the χ2 parameter of the two-dimensional angu-
lar distribution of images which is described in the
Appendix. The χ2 distributions of for proton– and
Fe–induced showers detected by a single telescope
are shown in Figure 4. Iron nuclei are assigned for
selection in this figure.

4. Measurement of elemental compo-
sition

Suppose that we want to select from the data set
those events corresponding to a definite group of
nuclei (for example, the i-th nucleus group). For
this purpose we apply to every event the set of se-
lection criteria based on the image parameters dis-
cussed above. As an output of this procedure we
get a reduced data set enriched by events of the
i-th nucleus group. Consequently, we have instead
of (2) the following equation:

R̃
(i)
tot =

J∑
j=1

R̃
(i)
j =

J∑
j=1

κ
(i)
j ·Rj (3)

where R̃
(i)
tot, R̃

(i)
j are the total and partial detec-

tion rates of the IACT after the selection proce-

dure (hereafter the residual detection rates), κ
(i)
j is

Figure 4. The probability distributions for the χ2w-
parameter

the probability for nuclei of the j-th group to sat-
isfy selection conditions tailored to the i-th group
(hereafter the acceptance probability).
Application of the procedure described above to

all basic groups of nuclei leads to a system of equa-
tions:

J∑
j=1

κ
(i)
j ·Rj = R̃(i)tot, i = 1, 2, . . . , J (4)

which can provide the basis for the analysis of mass
composition. To carry out this analysis one should
establish for each basic group of nuclei a selection
criterion and obtain from the simulation data a
two-dimensional array of acceptance probabilities

– κ
(i)
j . After that, the identical criteria are applied

to the observational data to yield the quantities

R̃
(i)
tot, i = 1, 2, · · · , J . Substituting R̃(i)tot in (4) and
solving these equations one can get the initial de-
tection rates Rj , j = 1, 2, · · · , J . Finally, compar-
ing Rj with theoretical predictions (for example,
with data of Table 3) the mass composition can be
determined.
A crucial issue is the choice of optimum selection

criteria. A selection criterion is effective only if its
application enhances the percentage of the group
assigned for separation. In this regard, let us use
the relations

Pj = 100 ·Rj/Rtot, P̃ (i)j = 100 · R̃(i)j /R̃(i)tot,
j = 1, 2, · · · , J (5)

where Pj and
˜
P
(i)
j denote the percentage of events

of different groups of nuclei in the total detection
rate before and after selection of the i-th group,
respectively, and use as a total measure of the sep-
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Table 4
Selection of CR protons on the basis of
criterion w < wo for a single IACT

wo 0.14
o 0.16o 0.20o 0.24o 0.28o ∞

κP 0.106 0.187 0.392 0.580 0.725 1.000

κα 0.008 0.034 0.138 0.345 0.552 1.000

κO 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.082 0.253 1.000

κSi 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.030 0.150 1.000

κFe 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.045 1.000

P̃P 98.5 96.3 92.8 87.8 83.3 72.7

Figure 5. Results on an independent application of
selection criteria for a single telescope

aration efficiency the enrichment factor

η = P̃
(i)
i /Pi. (6)

Imagine that we deal with equal numbers of
events, No, corresponding to the i-th and j-th
groups of nuclei. Let us denote as N (i), N (j) the
mean numbers of accepted events after selection of
the i-th group and then use the suppression factor

f
(i)
j = N

(i)/N (j) =

= (N (i)/No)/(N
(j)/No) = κ

(i)
i /κ

(i)
j . (7)

as a measure of rejection of events of the group j.

5. Selection criteria and separation
efficiency

In this section we discuss the selection efficiency
of different groups of nuclei for a single IACT with
parameters described above and for a stereoscopic
system consisting of two identical telescopes sepa-
rated by a distance of 85 m.

Single IACT

In Figure 5 we show the results of an indepen-
dent application of different selection criteria to two
populations of cosmic rays – protons and iron nu-
clei. Iron nuclei are assigned here for selection (sig-
nal), and proton–induced showers are considered as
a background (noise). It is seen that theWidth and
χ2 parameters provide most effective criteria for the
suppression of the proton–induced showers. Inde-
pendent application of the Size and Density cuts
shows less efficiency. Furthermore, these parame-
ters strongly correlate with the Width parameter,
and their application do not improve significantly
the nuclei separation efficiency after the application
of the Width cuts.
In Table 4 we show the acceptance probabilities

corresponding to the criterion based only on the
Width (w) parameter. It is seen that even for a sin-
gle IACT this parameter provides an extraction of
the proton component. The percentage of protons
(P̃p) in the residual detection rate grows rapidly
with reduction of wo. For example, for w0 = 0.14

◦,
98.5% accepted events are air showers generated by
protons, 1.5% – by α-particles; all other groups of
nuclei are practically completely excluded. Con-
sequently, the IACT technique can be successfully
applied to study the spectrum of CR protons. This
would allow an independent test of possible spec-
tral changes of the proton component of CRs in
the energy region 1-10 TeV recently reported by
two different groups based on the data obtained by
satellite- and balloon-borne experiments [14,15].
The results concerning contribution of heavier

nuclei to the CR flux based on the single IACT
data are summarized in Tables 5 (for the Fe group)
and 6 (for the (CNO) group). We conclude that a
simultaneous application of several parameters cuts
essentially improves the separation efficiency com-
pared with independent application of any of these
parameters. In particular, suppression factors for
protons fp ' 38.3 and ' 9.2 can be achieved with
acceptance probabilities for the Fe nuclei and the
(CNO) group of κFe = 0.115 and κO = 0.055, re-
spectively.

Stereoscopic IACT system

The distributions of air shower parameters are
determined by the intrinsic fluctuations of the
shower development due to the stochastic nature
of interactions of the high energy particles in the
Earth’s atmosphere. This results in a significant
overlap of the distributions of the image parame-
ters characterizing showers produced by different
nuclei. Ultimately this is the limit for the sepa-
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a) b)

Figure 6. Results on an independent application of selection criteria for the IACT system. Iron nuclei
against protons (a) and against silicon nuclei (b)

Table 5
The total effect of selection of the iron

group of nuclei for a single IACT. Selection
conditions: (400 ph. e. < M < 1500 ph. e.),

(D < 15 ph. e.), (0.4o < l < 0.8o),
(0.3o < w < 0.5o), (2 ∗ χ2 < χ2o = 0.8)

Number of group, j 1 2 3 4 5

Symbol of group P α O Si Fe

κFej 0.003 0.011 0.029 0.042 0.115

fFej 38.3 10.4 3.96 2.73 1.00

P̃Fej 23.3 17.9 16.7 22.4 19.7

Pj 72.7 15.3 5.4 5.0 1.6

Table 6
The total effect of selection of the oxigen
group of nuclei for a single IACT. Selection
conditions: (350 ph. e. < M < 1500 ph. e.),

(D < 16 ph. e.), (0.4o < l < 0.8o),
(0.25o < w < 0.35o), (2 ∗ χ2 < χ2o = 0.8)

Number of group, j 1 2 3 4 5

Symbol of group P α O Si Fe

κSij 0.006 0.020 0.055 0.057 0.068

fSij 9.20 2.75 1.00 0.96 0.81

P̃Sij 30.5 21.3 20.7 19.9 7.6

Pj 72.7 15.3 5.4 5.0 1.6

ration of different components of the CRs. For a
single telescope, the large uncertainty of the en-
ergy E0 and of the core position R0 of the shower
results in an additional broadening of the distribu-
tions of the image parameters. Consequently this
increases the overlaping domains from different nu-
clei. Therefore, one may expect that the separation
efficiency of CR nuclei would be improved signif-
icantly if a method for determination of E0 and
R0 on the event-by-event basis would be possible.
In the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique
this can be achieved by stereoscopic observations
of showers by ≥ 2 IACTs. Furthermore, since the
images of a shower in different projections only par-
tially correlate with each other, the use of the im-
age parameters from separated telescopes should
significantly improve the efficiency of separation of
different populations of the CR nuclei.
Geometrical reconstruction of the distance to

the shower core by detection of the shower images
by ≥ 2 separated telescopes with an accuracy of
∆R0 ≤ 30 m allows an estimate of the primary en-
ergy E0 based on the calculated Cherenkov light
density profile. Such an estimate contains an obvi-
ous uncertainty connected with the atomic number
of the primary particle which is a priory an un-
known parameter. However, all selection criteria
considered here are aimed at distinguishing a group
of nuclei with a given value of the mean atomic
number. Thus, including in the selection parame-
ters the energy dependence corresponding exactly
to the group assigned for selection (i.e. assuming
a fixed atomic number A), one can expect an in-
crease of the acceptance probability for this group
and, consequently, an improvement of the separa-
tion efficiency.
In the case of stereoscopic observations of images,
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when the parameters E0 and R0 are already deter-
mined, it is useful to apply a differential approach
in the image analysis, namely to use, instead of the
standard shape parameters, Width (w) and Length
(l), the so called scaled parameters:

wn = w/w̄
(i)(R0, E0) , (8)

where w̄(i)(R0, E0) is the average calculated value
(from Monte Carlo simulations) of the Width pa-
rameter for events of the nuclei group i assigned for
selection.
To demonstrate this, we show in Figures 6 the

efficiency of separation of the Fe group nuclei from
the protons (Figure 6a) and from the nuclei of the
Si group (Figure 6b), using an independent appli-
cation of each selection criterion to the IACTs sys-
tem. It is seen that in the case of suppression of
protons the efficiency of the scaled wn parameter
is much higher than the efficiency of other param-
eters. In the case of neighbouring nuclei groups
the other image parameters, in particular the χ2-
parameter, have a non-negligible impact on the sep-
aration procedure.
The results on the calculated efficiences, when

selecting the iron and (CNO) groups, of CRs are
presented in Tables 7 and 8. In Table 9 we com-
pare the values of the enrichment factor for a single
IACT and the IACTs system. From these results
we may conclude that the separation efficiences of
different group of nuclei are significantly larger in
comparison with a single IACT. In particular, in
the case of selection of iron nuclei, the protons
and α-particles can be excluded practically com-
pletely. Furthermore, in the case of stereoscopic
observations a considerable separation takes place
even for the neighbouring groups, e.g. (CNO) nu-
clei against α-particles (see Table 9). It is impor-
tant to note that the selected group in the case of
stereoscopic observations becomes the most abun-
dant component in the residual (after the imaging)
detection rate. For example, in the case of selection
of iron nuclei their percentage in the detection rate
increases from 2.4% up to ∼ 70%.

6. Sensitivity of results to hadron in-
teraction model

Any technique pretending to study the chemi-
cal composition of CRs by ground based detectors
contains an uncertainty connected with the cross-
sections of the interactions of heavy nuclei. Despite
recent progress in this field, our knowledge about
these interactions at very high energies is still based
on a several model assumptions. Therefore it is
important to analyse the sensitivity of the image

Table 7
The total effect of selection of the iron
group of nuclei for the IACT system.
Selection conditions: (M1&M2 > 450

ph. e.); (D1&D2 < 20 ph. e.),
(wn1&wn2 > 0.90), (4 ∗ χ2 < 1.4)

Number of group, j 1 2 3 4 5

Symbol of group P α O Si Fe

κFej 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.013 0.152

fFej ∞ ∞ 15.2 11.7 1.00

P̃Fej 0.0 0.0 13.7 16.6 69.7

Pj 67.1 16.8 7.2 6.7 2.4

Table 8
The total effect of selection of the oxygen
group of nuclei for the IACT system.
Selection conditions: (M1&M2 > 400
ph. e.), (0.85 < wn1&wn2 < 0.95),

(4 ∗ χ2 < 1.4)

Number of group,j 1 2 3 4 5

Symbol of group P α O Si Fe

κCNOj 0.002 0.009 0.096 0.044 0.026

fCNOj 48.0 10.7 1.00 2.18 3.69

P̃CNOj 10.1 11.3 51.8 22.0 4.8

Pj 67.1 16.8 7.2 6.7 2.4

Table 9
Results on the enrichment factor η.
Selection conditions are similar to

Tables 6-8

Single IACT IACT system

Selected nucleus group, i Fe O Fe O

κi 0.115 0.055 0.152 0.096

η(i) 12.3 3.8 29.0 7.2
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a) b)

Figure 7. The probability distributions of Lenght (a) and Width (b) parameters for different models of
hadron interactions. Primary oxigen nucleus, E =10 TeV. qo =10 ph. e.. • – our simulation code

Table 10
The mean values and fluctuations of

characteristics of γ-quanta generated in the
air shower. Primary energy E=10 TeV.
Eth=1 GeV. 1 — CORSIKA, 2 — our

simulation code

Primary nucleus P P O O

Simulation code 1 2 1 2

< Eel/E > 0.558 0.497 0.343 0.380

δ(Eel/E) 0.181 0.199 0.094 0.098

< Eγ/Nγ >,(GeV) 19.2 17.9 7.48 7.65

< tE >, (g/cm
2) 239 212 145 181

δ(tE) 0.543 0.550 0.315 0.325

< sinθE > 0.016 0.015 0.034 0.039

δ(sinθE) 0.362 0.327 0.125 0.122

parameters to the models for the hadron interac-
tions. In the code [6,7], used in this paper, a mod-
ified version of the radial scaling model of hadron
interactions [16] is implemented. For comparison
we have simulated hadron cascades of air showers
using the dual parton model version of the COR-
SIKA code [8]. For simulation of showers produced
by heavy nuclei in both codes we have used the
fragmentation model in which it is assumed that all
overlapping nucleons of the projectile-nucleus in-
teract with the target-nucleus independently from
each other. For the non-overlapping part of the
projectile a fragmentation takes place into nucle-
ons, α-particles and heavier nuclei. To exclude dif-
ferences in simulation results connected with the
development of the electromagnetic cascades, and
the production of the Cherenkov radiation, we have
used only the hadronic part of the shower develop-

ment of the CORSIKA code. In a first step the
hadronic part of the air shower is simulated and
the kinematic parameters of the produced photons,
electrons and muons (the energy, momentum, time
and point of production) are stored. In the second
step all other simulations are carried out (the devel-
opment of electromagnetic and muon components,
the emission and transport of the Cherenkov light,
the evaluation of image parameters, etc.). All sim-
ulations of the second step are carried out by means
of the electromagnetic part of our simulation code.
In Table 10 we present values of the average (for

one cascade) energy of emitted γ-rays, Eγ/Nγ , the
portion of the primary energy, transferred to the
electromagnetic component Eel/E, the depth of
the center of gravity of energy transferred to γ-rays

tE =

∑Nγ
i=1 tγi · Eγi∑Nγ
i=1 Eγi

, (9)

and the average sine of the emission angle of the
energy transferred to γ-rays:

sinθE =

∑Nγ
i=1 sinθγi · Eγi∑Nγ

i=1 Eγi
. (10)

In Table 10 we present also the fluctuations of
these parameters. We emphasize the satisfactory
agreement between both the mean values of pa-
rameters, and their fluctuations calculated by the
two different codes. Thus, we expect good agree-
ment also in the characteristics of the Cherenkov
radiation. In Table 11 we present the results of cal-
culations of the average values and fluctuations of
the Width and Length parameters. In Figure 7 we
show also the distributions of theWidth and Length
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Table 11
Data on the mean value and the mean
squared deviation of the w- and

l-parameters. E=10 TeV, qo = 10 ph. e.. 1
— CORSIKA, 2 — our simulation code.
All quantities are measured in degree

Primary nucleus Code w̄ σw l̄ σl

P 1 0.219 0.093 0.525 0.133

P 2 0.214 0.090 0.550 0.127

O 1 0.276 0.095 0.481 0.124

O 2 0.287 0.097 0.498 0.131

parameters. Table 11, and Figure 7 demonstrate
that both models of hadron interactions give very
similar results for the parameters of the Cherenkov
radiation.

Summary

The results discussed in this paper allow us to
reach an optimistic conclusion concerning the po-
tential of the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov tech-
nique for a study of the spectrum and chemical
composition of CRs. For that purpose, the cur-
rently operating IACTs, like the Whipple 10 m tele-
scope on Mt. Hopkins [1], or the HEGRA system
of telescopes on La Palma [17], are already able to
give interesting results in the energy region 1-100
TeV/amu. This energy region is below the energy
threshold of air shower particle arrays. In addition,
the statistics of the satellite- and balloon-borne ex-
periments at these energies is rather limited.
The effective energy threshold of registration of

air showers by an IACT increases rapidly with the
atomic number of the primary nucleus. This cir-
cumstance reduces significantly the proportion of
heavy nuclei in the IACT detection rate compared
to their proportion in the primary cosmic radiation.
Nevertheless even for the nuclei of the iron group
the IACT technique yields an adequate statistics.
In particular, for one year operation of IACT tele-
scopes like the HEGRA IACT system we may ex-
pect more than 105 air showers produced by VH
nuclei.
For the separation of air showers created by dif-

ferent primary nuclei by means of the IACT tech-
nique one needs image parameters sensitive to the
atomic number of the nucleus. Our study shows
that a number of image parameters exhibit this
sensitivity. The most distinctive of them are the
Width of the image and the intrinsic fluctuations

of the image light intensity.
While the proton component of the cosmic ra-

diation can be well separated on the basis of the
Width parameter already for a single imaging tele-
scope, the separation of other nuclei becomes ef-
fective only for IACT systems. Particularly in the
case of selection of VH nuclei a simple IACT sys-
tem consisting of two identical telescopes gives the
possibility to increase the percentage of these nuclei
in the total detection rate from ∼ 2% to ∼ 70%.
For comparison, a single IACT gives only a com-
parable percentage of the VH and other groups of
nuclei. It is expected that the separation efficiency
of nuclei of different groups will be noticeably im-
proved with adding more telescopes to the system.

Appendix: The χ2 parameter in the
image analysis

In the process of IACT observations, air showers
are registered that have a wide range of primary en-
ergies and core locations. The primary energy, E,
and the core location, Ro, influence the magnitude,
size and shape of the image. As a consequence some
additional fluctuations, not connected with the na-
ture of the primary particle, are introduced in the
distribution of the image light intensity. For a suc-
cessful application of intrinsic fluctuations to the
separation of air showers one should diminish these
’unwanted’ fluctuations. In principle, this can be
acchieved by taking into account the dependence of
selection criteria on E and Ro, but a single IACT
does not provide us with these quantities. For this
purpose we use in our analysis an alternative ap-
proach aimed to reduce the dependence of the selec-
tion criteria on the image parameters (Size, Width
and Length) correlating essentially with the quan-
tities E and Ro. It is described as follows:
Let us locate the origin O of theXY Z coordinate
system in the centre of gravity of the image and de-
note as ρ(x, y) the density of the image light inten-
sity in the focal plane of the IACT optical reflector.
Let us also consider the l- and w-parameters as a
measure of distance along the major (X) and the
minor (Y ) image axes. As a result we come to a
modified distribution function

φ(u, v) = (l · w · Size)−1 · %(x, y)∫
du

∫
dv φ(u, v) = 1, (A1)

u = x/l, v = y/w,

whose values for fixed u, v correlate with
Size, Length and Width (and, consequently, with
E and Ro) essentially weaker than does the initial
density ρ(x, y).
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Table A 1
Fluctuations of quantities Nl, Nw. The
selection criteria are the following: (200
ph. e.< M <1000 ph. e.), (0.3◦ < l < 0.7◦),
(0.2◦ < w < 0.4◦); ∆u = ∆v = 0.15, K = 10

k 1 3 5 7 9

uk(vk) -0.75 -0.45 -0.15 0.15 0.45

P 0.38 0.28 0.24 0.20 0.22

δNl,k O 0.30 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.17

Fe 0.27 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.13

P 0.26 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.27

δNw,k O 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.18

Fe 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.13

The two-dimensional density φ(u, v) could be
characterized by two one-dimensional functions
φl(u) and φw(v) which are the projections of φ(u, v)
to the corresponding coordinate axes.

φl(u) =

∫
φ(u, v)dv,

φw(v) =

∫
φ(u, v)du

(A2)

In turn the functions φl(u) and φw(v) can be
parametrized by a number of integrals over ∆u and
∆v bins:

Nl,k =

uk+1∫
uk

φl(u)uk+1 = uk +∆u,

k = 1, 2, · · · ,K, (A3)

Nw,k =

vk+1∫
vk

φw(v)dv, vk+1 = vk +∆v,

k = 1, 2, · · · ,K (A4)

The set of integrals Nw and Nl determine the
image profile in the longitudinal and transverse di-
rections. Thus, fluctuations in the image shape re-
flect themselves in the fluctuations of the integrals
Nw and Nl.
In Table A1 we show the data on the fluctuations

of quantities Nl, Nw calculated assuming the pri-
mary energy spectrum (1). One can see that the
normalized fluctuations in the image shape corre-
late significantly with the atomic number of the
primary nucleus. In particular, the difference in
fluctuations corresponding to protons and iron nu-
clei is as large as a factor of ∼ 2. To construct

the selection criteria dealing with the image fluc-
tuations we calculate a set of mean values and
mean squared deviations of the quantities Nl,k,
Nw,k, k = 1, 2, · · · , K (see (A3,A4)) correspond-
ing to the group of nuclei assigned for selection.
After that, for detected images from overall data
sample, we calculate the χ2 value according to the
following expression:

χ2t = K
−1 ·

K∑
k=1

{(Nt,k − N̄ (i)t,k)/σN (i)t,k}
2, t = l, w.

(A5)

The separation of the chosen nuclei (i) from the
other nuclei could be performed using the simple
cut on the χ2 parameter:

χ2t < χ
2
o, t = l, w. (A6)

Note that for a number of telescopes we apply
simultaneously this cut for all detected images.
To understand the meaning of the selection pa-

rameter (A5) let us calculate the mean value of χ2

for an arbitrary nuclei group (j):

χ̄2t = K
−1 ·

K∑
k=1

{[σN (j)t,k /σN (i)t,k ]2 +

+ [(N̄
(j)
t,k − N̄ (i)t,k)/σN (i)t,k ]2}, t = l, w. (A7)

Because of the renormalization of the distribu-
tion (A2) the integrals N̄t depend only weakly on
the atomic number (i.e. N̄ (i) ' N̄ (j)) and that is
why the first term in the right-hand side of equa-
tion (A7) gives the main contribution to the χ̄2t
parameter. At the same time σN (j) decreases with
j (see Table A1, the index j runs up while the nu-
clei atomic number increases). Consequently, χ̄2t
also decreases with j, and the probability distribu-
tion of χ2t becomes more narrow. Thus to select
the images corresponding to small values of χ2t one
can reject air showers which belong to nuclei groups
with numbers j < i, where the index i corresponds
to the assigned nuclei group.
Note that in general the χ2 parameter depends

on values of parameters ∆u, ∆v, K. However the
present analysis shows that the efficiency of nuclei
separation is quite insensitive to the exact values of
these parameters. Everywhere in analysis (except
for Table A1) we use the following values ∆u =
∆v = 0.15, K = 40.
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